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Women Empowerment & Gender sensitizations
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On 28th of Sept, 2017 Saturday a guest lecture was arranged on women
empowerment. The lecture was delivered by Dr. NEETA MISHRA. The session described how
the role of women is changing in modern times, management and the goals which we have
achieved or which we want to achieve in future.
The session started with the welcoming of Dr. NEETA MISHRA. Then the
session proceeded with the introduction of lecturer which was given by our Principal Ma’am Dr.
SNEHAL DONDE.
Speaker engaged students in various activities such as- all students shuffled by
giving them group numbers, then gave a task to decide their group name and its 3 characteristics
which are as follow:Sr.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NAME OF GROUP
All is Well
Oswal rockers
Smile
Obstacle
Golden carrier
Uddan
Timing

Characteristics
1
Unity
Coordination
Happiness
Motivational
Realistic
Cooperation
Punctuality

Characteristics
2
Respect
Punctuality
Positive
Energy
Time
Time management
Let set go

Characteristics
3
Active
Management
Motivational support
Positiveness
Achievable
Be on time

Then speaker said decide any two leader two from each group. Then all leaders were called and
were asked about their group names and characteristics, then, speaker gave a balloon to each of
the group leaders and said to blow the balloon and write the name of the group and first initial of
all the group members.

Speaker proceeded with giving another task to write down all the past
achievements and goals whichever is it good or bad and also said that each one has to write the
upcoming or future goals which they have to achieve within 3 to 5 years. Then she passed a
piece of paper in which each of the student had to write the 5 sacrifices which they have to do for
achieving their goals and also to write the 3 new things or habits which they want to buildup.
Then speaker gave another task to all the group if they got 86400 to spend then what
they will do, with a condition that [they cannot invest in bank or any L.I.C.] and also this
spending should be described by all the above 3 characteristics. Few groups performed an act
showing distribution of money while few group showed the distribution of money orally in
different fields and few group performed an interview showing the social problems and
distributed the money accordingly. With continuing activity speaker hid all the balloons in which
the group member’s first initial and group name was written and selected two random members
from each of the group. Then speaker gave the target of 1 minute in which the group members
have to search the balloons of their group. The member who completed the target in 1 minute
speaker said the person is smart which means and stands for Specific Measurable Action
Relevant Time-bond. The purpose was to create or develop sense of alertness and leadership
among the girls. Hence the program had ended in success.
Through this session students learned the managerial skill and also learned how to
manage the time and act on behalf. She gave motivation to girls regarding upcoming goals of
life. The entire session not only motivated but also inspired the girls and the concept of women
empowerment.
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